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Healthcare Law Impact Of The
The pandemic's effect on Americans' mental health is illustrating the need for stronger enforcement of the federal health parity law, which mandates that employers that offer mental health coverage ...
Stronger enforcement of mental health parity law needed to address impact of coronavirus
Some doctors are having to address concerns from staff that they might be prosecuted for assisting with abortions.
Healthcare Providers Brace for Impact After Controversial Anti-Abortion Bill Signed Into Law
Well-Being Week in Law kicks off today, highlighting the importance of health and happiness across the legal profession.
On the heels of a global pandemic, Well-Being Week in Law is more important than ever
According to Carroll County Health Department data, 45.7% of Carroll’s population — 56% of those older than 20 — have received at least one dose of COVID-19 vaccine and 32.6% are fully vaccinated. The ...
COVID vaccination has ‘huge impact,’ health official says, but now the rest of Carroll residents need to get shots
The constant media coverage and real-time dissemination of footage on social media of unarmed African Americans harmed or killed by the police has left many Americans, especially Black and Brown folks ...
The insiduous impact of police violence on Black mental health
NEW YORK — Health experts are projecting the coronavirus toll in the U.S. will wane dramatically by the end of July. That’s according to research released by the government Wednesday. But health ...
The Latest: US virus toll projected to drop by end of July
will influence whether the proposed law can improve the quality of LDTs without significantly increasing future health care costs. He joined lead author Richard Huang, MD, and several colleagues ...
Study models economic impact of proposed law to regulate high-risk diagnostic tests
The report highlights the urgent need to scale up the adaptive measures that health facilities ... the impact on HIV, TB and malaria in more than 100 countries. Through the ACT-Accelerator ...
The impact of COVID-19 on HIV, TB and malaria services and systems for health: A snapshot from 502 health facilities across Africa and Asia
Car bomb blamed on Taliban kills dozens in Afghan city Protesters calling on White House, Congress to pass immigration reform Former acting ICE director: Urge Biden to close gaps in border wall ...
'We're just trying to live': New Arkansas laws could have negative impact on mental health
CHICAGO (AP) - The effect George Floyd’s drug use had on his health and his death remained ... Disrespectful to the rule of law' Here’s a look at what each side want jurors to remember ...
EXPLAINER: State, defense differ on impact of Floyd drug use
It got lots of publicity during the recently completed General Assembly session, but there may be little practical impact from a recently ... services such as mental health treatment or education.
Critics question impact of law banning Georgia cities from cutting police funding
Matt Barrett, president and CEO the Connecticut Association of Health Care Facilities/Connecticut Center for Assisted Living, said his members are also very concerned about their ability to find ...
Nursing home industry fears impact of 52 possible strikes
Automobile dealerships, covered under the Shops and Establishment, Act, may have to remain shut ... Death toll climbed to 57,329, the state health department said. The highest single-day spike ...
Maharashtra lockdown to impact financial health of automobile dealers
Partial lockdown measures could impact the movement of labour and goods ... Stringent enforcement measures to promote strict adherence to health and safety protocols are essential and any measures ...
Partial lockdown measures could impact movement of labour, goods: CII survey
Black Americans reported an increase in "poor mental health days" during weeks where more than one deadly racial incident was in the news.
The insidious impact of police violence on Black mental health
CHICAGO (AP) — The effect George Floyd's drug use had on his health and his death remained a key thread as attorneys delivered closing arguments Monday in the murder trial of former Officer ...
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